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after hacking, the tool also allows you to use a feature called anti-ban. this feature is available to all
the users and it will prevent you from getting your account blocked. after this feature is activated,

the hacker tool will add a code to your profile to prevent you from getting banned. this helps you get
rid of all the spam comments that are posted on your account. the tool will provide you with a file

called instagram_hacker.rar, which will be saved in the default location. from the file, you can get the
username and password of the instagram account that has been hacked. the vulnerability lies in the

use of the open source library, 'mozjpeg', a jpeg-2000 decoder for android that instagram uses to
decode images. hackers can send the malicious image via any file which has to be saved on the

user's device. after this whenever they open the instagram app, the exploitation starts. the hacker
can then access the resources that have been allowed on the instagram app. this can also cause the

instagram app to crash and not function at all. users would have to delete the app and reinstall it.
the vulnerability lies in the use of the open source library, 'mozjpeg', a jpeg-2000 decoder for

android that instagram uses to decode images. hackers can send the malicious image via any file
which has to be saved on the user's device. after this whenever they open the instagram app, the

exploitation starts. the hacker can then access the resources that have been allowed on the
instagram app. here is a key to break down the process of getting your victim to open an url, like the
following, to load the instagram hack: the hacker sends a malicious image tag to the victim's device.

this image tag is saved locally by the device and it is sent to instagram upon its next launch.
instagram app will open and load the url to the malicious image, which triggers the exploitation of
the vulnerability. instagram app is now running with the hacker's remote control code. this code is

capable of reading and modifying the data on the user's device.
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the hack is very easy to execute.
instagram only allows users to add 3

additional characters to their
username. the hacker can use the

stolen information to add these
three characters to the username of

all the 1,000 users whose
information was stolen. the hacker

can then change the instagram url to
a malicious url. he or she can add

the following malicious url to the url
in the instagram app: > instagram

hacker v3.7.2 full 14 the __a=1 is the
malicious sql command and __c=2 is

the malicious sql command. the
hacker can add both of these

commands to the instagram url and
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get the user to run them. when the
user runs the command, it will be
executed on the server. this can
cause the instagram app to crash

and not function at all. users would
have to delete the app and reinstall
it. instagram also recommends that
users protect their passwords with a
two-stage process. the first stage is
to add a unique string of characters
to every password. this string can be
as long as the user wants, though it
should be at least 8 characters. the

second stage is to use a strong
random string, to combine this with

the unique string. this method is
called "two-step hashing". you can.
instagram allows you to check the
status of the account by email and
sms. all of the information is stored
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on your phone and can be viewed by
anyone who has your phone or

knows your phone number, but it
only requires knowledge of the email
address and phone number used to

login to the account. for example, on
the login form, if you enter "secret"
as your password, it will be hashed.

if you then input "secret" as the
password field, instagram will hash

the hashed password and compare it
to what it originally was. if the two

hashes match, it is an indication that
the password is the correct one.
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